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Abstract :- The research paper focuses on analysis of captcha for improving web security using anti segmentation 
technique. A prototype is developed to remove automated attacks done by OCR technology. This prototype works on 
the chracterstics of font like font family, styles of font, font size etc . Lines are applied randomly on created captcha 
image. Performance is evaluated by using tessercap v1.0 tool. 
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1. Introduction 

CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automated Public Turing Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart.[1] 
CAPTCHA follows a reverse Turing test in which captcha program acts like a judge and participant acts 
like a user. If the test is passed by the user, then he is considered as human otherwise it is a machine.[1] 
CAPTCHA is a defensive system that acts as a tool to prevent web bots from abusing online services on the 
internet including free e-mail providers, wikis, blogs etc. It is a HIP system that is widely used to secure the 
internet based applications. It is also called as a challenge response test which gives a challenge to the 
users, when the user gives accurate answer he is considered as human otherwise a web bot. An HIP system 
like CAPTCHA is a defensive mechanism to secure the human users from bots in an online 
environment.[2] 
 
There are 3 basic properties that CAPTCHAs must satisfy: [3] 
a. It should be easy for human users to pass. 
b. It should be easy for a tester machine to generate and grade. 
c. It should be hard for a software robot to pass. [3] 

. The OCR tool recognizes the CAPTCHA which is used to provide authentication over the web. The major 
problem is of distortion of characters.  The CAPTCHA should easily understandable by the human and 
should be secure which cannot be read the automatic scripts. So the Strengthening the CAPTCHA need to 
design. The main purpose of designing this approach of Captcha is to make it easily understandable and 
secure from automatic scripts. The different parameters like rotation on characters, random spacing 
,different font family will be considered for security purpose. 
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2. Objectives of the Study 
 

 To analyze the different parameters for designing  the Captcha. 
 To study the anti-segmentation techniques. 
 To develop a captcha to improve the security of web by applying rotation on characters , random 

spacing , different font family etc. 
 
 
3. Problem Statement 
 
The web application provides the services to the user such email, Video Based Services, account Creation, 
etc but security of the web service and database need to be more secure. The automatic scripts generate the 
floods at application level as well as database level. There is needed to be identification of the human and 
automatic scripts. The OCR tool recognizes the CAPTCHA which is used to  provide authentication over 
the web. The major problem is of distortion of characters.  The CAPTCHA should easily understandable by 
the human and should be secure which cannot be read the automatic scripts. So the Strengthening the 
CAPTCHA need to design. The threats from bots are growing rapidly and also increasing in technical 
sophistication causing various types of attacks. These attacks are affecting social aspects of human beings. 
 
4. Layout of Prototype 

 
The analytical and experimental method is used to conduct the research. The whole prototype is 

described on the  basis of analysis of earlier researches and an experiment is conducted to achieve the 
objective. The different processes used in the prototype for captcha protection are represented by flowchart 
given below: 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
     
   
 
                                                       Fig.1 Layout of the working prototype 
 

5. Proposed Work and Methodology 

The different steps need to consider for design the security of web application. This section provides the 
steps to implement the proposed work. The combination of random character and numbers will be used to 
generate new captcha. 
a. Study existing techniques of Web Security including Captcha. 
b. Research on these Techniques for identification of issues. 

    Start 

Create a Green Color Image 

Generate Random no (alphabets and numeric) 

Print these number on image with different font size 
 

Use alternate Fort family style 
(Tahoma and Blackadder ITC) 

 

Mark yellow color lines to join the characters 
 

End 
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c. Flow Development of new proposed technique. 
d. Implementation in any ASP.NET with c# 
e. Generate Results 
 

6. Implementation Phase:-  
  
We have implemented our proposed captcha in asp.net with c# as a programming language. 
In order to generate the scheme we created two files CreateCaptcha.aspx and ShowCaptcha.aspx files. 
 
We will use following in-built namespace as: 
using System 
using System.Drawing 
using System.Drawing.Imaging 
using System.Text 
 
In CreateCaptcha.aspx file we will start by checking that page is loaded first time or not .It is done by: 

 If IsPostBack is false or true, if it is false then page is loaded first time then CreateCaptchaImage() 
is called which generates the captcha code. 

 
we will provide randomization by making use of the random class’s object .next() function to: 

 Select a random number from “ 012345679ACEFGHKLMNOPRSWXZabcdefghijkhl 
mnopqrstuvwxyz ” which represents the value of captcha each time the loop is executed. 

 Select a random pair of coordinates  between (0, 150),(1,150),(0,200) and (1,200)  which 
 Create the random lines  each time the loop is executed. 
 Select a random number between 15, 20 which represents the font size for providing different font 

each time the page is refreshed. 
 
To avoid the dictionary attack, we generate a random text  consisting of characters (uppercase/ lowercase) 
and numbers by creating a GetRandomText( ) by following steps: 

 An object named randomText from StringBuilder class is created 
 StringBuilder class’s append method which adds text  from string  consists of numbers from (0-9) 

and letters (uppercase and lowercase) from (a-z) , to the end of string builder object  is used within 
a for loop five times. 

 Text is selected randomly by using randomclass’s object.next ( ) method. 
 

The string/code selected by randomText  is stored in a  Session["CaptchaCode"] So it can be accessed 
later for verification and to be used by createcaptcha.aspx file for creating the image from that 
string/code.  

 
Now we will create an image by: 

 creating an bitmap instance of the bitmap class with the size 200 and 60 and format will be 
System.Drawing.Imaging.PixelFormat.Format32bppArgb  

 creating g as object of graphics class that will create a bitmap image by using 
Graphics.FromImage() method with bitmap object as a parameter. 

 DrawRectangle() is used to draw image with two parameters first will be pen object which specify 
the color of boundary of image and second will specify the x, y coordinates and width and height 
of the image created that will be 0,0,200 and 60 respectively. 
 

Specifying the image background color by FillRectangle() which takes  SolidBrush object green as first 
parameter which specify the color and other parameter will be object on which color is to be filled here rect 
will be other parameter. 
 

Specifying the font family, font size, font style and the place where the string is to be placed in the image 
by: 

 DrawString() is used to decide font family, font size font color 
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 And location with four parameters: string ,font type ,color of font and location of string on image 
 To provide alternate fontfamily, DrawString() with different parameter value is used as: 

If( i % 2 == 0)  then font family will be “Tahoma”, size will be randomly selected through 
Rand.next function in the range 15-20, font color will be black and location will be decided by 
counter variable 
otherwise font family will be "Arabic Typesetting", size will be randomly selected through 
Rand.next  function in the range 15-20, font color will be black and location will be decided by 
counter variable. 

 DrawString( ) is used with in for loop until all characters are traversed. 
 

To mask  the string/code and make it still readable by humans but unrecognized by ocr, we use drawline() 
GD function that adds lines to the image and takes two arguments as input ,first argument is a pen object 
with color and width attributes and second is GetRandomPoints() that provides the pair of coordinates as 
follows: 

 Apply this function inside a for loop; the loop interval that is 20 represents that 20 number of lines  
are added . 

 The lines color and width will be yellow and 1 as specified in the pen object. 
 Length and position of the lines will be randomly selected by  GetRandomPoints()function. 

GetRandomPoints() function will return a pair of coordinates which are selected randomly through 
rand.next( )as follows: 

 First coordinates (x1,y1) will be in the range of ((0-150),(1,150) in which minimum value of x1 
and y1 will be 0 and 1 and maximum value if x1 and y1 will be 150 and 150  respectively. 

 The other coordinates (x2,y2) will be in the range of ((0-200),(1,150 ) in which minimum value of 
x2 and y2 will be 0 and 1 and maximum value if x2 and y2 will be 200 and 150  respectively. 

 
As the Captcha has been created, it is important to verify the input against the captcha value. Recall that the 
secret string/code has been stored in a session variable called Session["CaptchaCode"]. 
 
In ShowCaptcha.aspx , once the form is submitted, the user’s value is checked against the one stored in the 
Session["CaptchaCode"] session. If they match, the user will be directed to the next step  and a message 
“captcha is validated successfully” otherwise an error message “captcha is wrong ” would be generated and 
user is asked to reenter the code. 
 

7.  Results :  
 The proposed scheme has been implemented in the Visual Studio 2010 tool The snapshots of our  

proposed captcha is  as shown below:- 

 
            

Figure 2 : CAPTCHA 1 

 Every time as the page reloads a new captcha image will be displayed as shown in fig 21 
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Figure 3: CAPTCHA 2 

8.  CAPTCHA Verification 
 System accepts the captcha as the user enters correct input 

 
Figure 4: CAPTCHA correct verification 

 System  does not accepts the captcha as the user enters incorrect input 

 
Figure 5: CAPTCHA incorrect verification 

9. Performance Evaluation :- 

We will use the tessercap1.0 tool [4] for checking the performance of our proposed captcha.  
We have taken the samples of 7  different websites google, Rediffmail, Authorize.net, Wikipedia , 
Slashdot, baidu and our proposed captcha and will check the effectiveness of each sample on the basis of 
how much characters can be recognized by this tool. 
 

Sr.No. Name of 
captcha 

Toal no 
of 
characters 
in image 

No of 
characters 
correctly 
recognized 

Efficiency 
Of 
captcha 

1 Google 5 2 60% 
2. Wikipedia 10 5 50% 
3. Rediffmail 4 1 75% 
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4. Slashdot 8 1 87% 
5 Authorize.net 5 1 75% 
6. Baidu 4 3 25% 
7. Proposed 

CAPTCHA 
6 0 99% 

 
Table 1.Efficiency Of Captcha 

The result of our performance evaluation shows that efficiency of our proposed approach is better than the 
other approaches. 

 
10. Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have been proposed the Captcha based security algorithm and methods which can be used 
for authentication and provide the protection from automatic scripts and provide the secure transmission of 
the information over the inter-network and intra-network. Our system  further improve site’s difficulties of 
recognition by OCR due to Different Font Family and Size. 
CAPTCHA generation process is based on Random Number which is combination of Alphabets and 
Numbers. All letters are tilt and different font Size. Spacing between them is also not fixed. 
Yellow color lines make it difficult to be recognized by OCR. 
In future, strength of CAPTCHA can be improved by apply different random number generator and varied 
length of Captcha. Attach analysis can be done to check it’s security level. 
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